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 Her body is covered in surgical scars, that your author/baby’s mother fittingly identifies as
“beauty marks,” hence the title.The heroine of A Center Warrior’s Beauty Marks is a precious baby
named Lillian. This kids’s non-fiction book shows young visitors everything Lillian and other
heart warriors (children who've had heart medical procedures) must courageously endure to
survive and clarifies how they received these beauty marks. Readers will quickly connect with
the heroine and cheer her to the end of her gorgeous tale of survival. The catchy rhyme and
simple language, along with the colorful illustrations, should charm to the young viewers for
which the book is intended.
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 The reserve would make a nice gift for siblings and close friends of children who have battled
CHD, cancers, burns, or any additional medical trauma. Awesome rhyming children's book! This is
just the book I’ve been looking for to learn to my girl, and it’s ideal for young children! Very
tastefully and beautifully written! I LOVE that this book used the right terminology, but
maintained an extremely gorgeous and inspiring message throughout. Lillian was created with a
congenital heart defect (CHD) and had to endure several surgeries to save her life, that have
remaining surgical scars (beauty marks) on her behalf body. This obviously would be a good
book to read to any child who has been through a medical hardship, nonetheless it can also be
read in classrooms so that children can know very well what some of their peers are going
through. The writer tells Lillian’s tale with rhyme in vocabulary children can simply understand.
The rhyme is usually on crucial, and the illustrations have become good and match what
perfectly. Author Sarah Wilson wrote this publication showing Lillian how strong and
courageous she actually is also to remind her that beauty originates from within.Love this
reserve! Check out the writer’s adult publication, “Like for Lillian” to read the full story of Lillian’s
struggle to survive.
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